
 Student Worksheet 2-Food in the Coal Patch 
 
 
Introduction: 
People came to work in the mines from many different countries.  With them they brought 
their own ways of preparing food and their own ethnic preferences.  As these cultures 
mixed in the mining patches a great amount of recipe exchanging occurred over the years.  
Current descendants of coal patches have a wonderful diversity of “miners food.”  
What they ate also depended on the economic times. Hard times due to lack of work 
meant less money , and less money meant less food. The years of the Great Depression 
and also during strikes at the mine when the men were not working caused many families 
to go without food. 
Another important part of the miner’s diet was the lunch bucket. Miners carried a lunch 
bucket that was made of two parts – the upper part for the food and lower part for liquid.  
Different ethnic groups put different foods in their buckets, but there were only three 
preferred drinks: tea, coffee,  or water.  Tied in with this tradition was the fact that miner 
children often thought that the food taken out of the mine had an interesting taste, so the 
fathers would often save a bit of bread or cake – usually with coal dust from his fingers – 
on it to bring home. 
 
1. Read the Introduction above.  
2. Read stories from the residents of the coal patch. 
3. View the pictures provided. 
 
 
Answer the following questions: 
1. What were some of the foods that the coal patch families ate? 
 
 
 
2. How easy was it to prepare their food? 
 
 
 
3. What were some of the foods and drinks the miners took in the lunch buckets? 
 
 
 
4. Where did they get their food? 
 
 
 
 
 
On the back of this sheet: 
Look over the previous questions, introduction and stories and create a 2 to 3 sentence 
summary statement to explain to the class what variety of foods the miners ate, how 
difficult it was to prepare the foods compared to cooking today, and also include the 
miner’s lunch bucket. 
 
Choose two pictures to put on the class display to represent the foods eaten in a coal 
patch. 
 


